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Executive Summary 

Hyper-converged infrastructure (HCI) is the fastest growing segment in the converged or 
integrated systems market, according to IDC1. VMware vSAN™ is the market-leader in HCI 
software, becoming the first HCI vendor to surpass 10,000 customers in 2017. IDC 2017 Data 
showed that HCI systems powered by vSAN make up the largest portion of the hyperconverged 
systems market, accounting for over 33% of 1H2017 HCI market revenue and growing faster 
than any other vendor2. 

In 2018, VMware debuted as a leader in the Gartner Magic Quadrant for Hyperconverged 
Infrastructure3— making it the first software-only vendor positioned in the Leader quadrant in an 
HCI market where software has become the differentiating factor. The software stack is the 
foundational decision for business’ journey to a multi-cloud architecture, and the software stack 
ecosystem is a key factor in determining IT agility. vSAN has the largest HCI hybrid cloud 
ecosystem4, driven by private cloud, public cloud and OEM partnerships. As IT evolves, 
VMware customers can also leverage cloud economics for disaster recovery; Site Recovery 
Service for VMware Cloud™ simplifies traditional disaster recovery operations by delivering on-
demand site protection, from on-premises to the cloud. 

IT leaders are turning to HCI to solve the problems they face from trying to address growing 
business demands with legacy infrastructure that is expensive, complicated and inflexible. As 
the leading HCI software2, VMware vSAN enables customers to evolve their vSphere 
infrastructure with converged compute and storage that lowers total costs of ownership with 
efficient operations and easily scales to future demands. VMware is uniquely positioned to 
address customer needs because it offers a common operating environment from cloud to data 
center to edge that natively integrates with a complete software-defined data center stack. 

We are now introducing our seventh generation of vSAN, version 6.7, to further improve the HCI 
experience with an intuitive management experience, consistent application experience, and 
proactive support experience. IT admins can accelerate decision making with global 
infrastructure visibility and deliver faster time-to-expertise with enhanced management 
efficiencies. vSAN 6.7 further helps organizations enjoy consistent application performance with 
intelligent self-healing capabilities for greater resiliency and availability. VMware introduces 
vSAN ReadyCare, a holistic approach to support. Finally, vSAN delivers a proactive support 
experience to further minimize disruptions with smart support alerts and reduced time to 
resolution. 

 

 

 

                                                           
1 IDC Worldwide Quarterly Converged Systems Tracker, June 2017. 
2 IDC 2Q2017 Worldwide Quarterly Converged Systems Tracker, December 2017 
3 Gartner Magic Quadrant for Hyperconverged Infrastructure, February 2018 
4 Sources: 

a. Private Cloud: Nutanix Q2 FY18 (March 2018) Investor Presentation 

b. Public Cloud: Gartner, Four Factors That Will Shape the Future of Hyper-Converged Infrastructure, March 
2018; VMware Internal Analysis 

c. OEM Partnerships: VMware Internal Analysis 
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1. Scalability 

This section provides requirement statements which are solved by VMware’s vSAN scalability 
characteristics.   

 

Scalability Characteristic Requirement Statements 

Certified x86 hardware  ● The solution will operate on a broad range of x86 
based certified hardware, including multiple 
hardware OEMs. 

● The solution will allow the option of using existing 
x86 server investment, provided the server hardware 
is validated against the hardware compatibility list. 

Consumption Model ● The solution will not be limited to an appliance-based 
consumption model.   

Non-Disruptive Scalability  ● The solution will be able to non-disruptively scale up 
by adding drives or scale out by adding nodes to the 
solution. 

● The solution will be able to non-disruptively scale 
down by removing nodes or drives from the solution. 

Flexibility of Scaling ● The solution will be able to start small with only two 
physical nodes and scale up to 64 physical nodes 
per cluster. 

Remote Office Integration ● The solution will support a remote office 
configuration to directly connect two servers together 
using simple networking cables.  For this remote 
office configuration, the solution will not require a 
dedicated 10GB switch for storage traffic. 

Drive Supportability 

Hybrid Disk Support 

● The solution will support all flash disk-based 
configurations with up to forty flash devices per node. 

● The solution will support hybrid disk-based 
configurations with up to five flash devices per node. 

Flexibility/Agility for Virtual Machine ● The solution will not require “pinning” virtual machine 
data to the hypervisor host on which it runs. The 
solution will provide virtual machine flexibility to move 
from hypervisor host to hypervisor host without 
requiring the virtual machine data to move. 

Legacy datastore support & integration ● In addition to HyperConverged storage, the solution 
will support legacy datastores by block and file 
protocols. 

iSCSI Targeting ● The solution can be presented as an iSCSI target for 
external physical workloads.  

Application Support ● The solution will be flexible to address a wide range 
of application and business needs, including both 
structured data (such as databases) and 
unstructured data (such as e-mails, documents, and 
video). 
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2. Manageability 

This section provides requirement statements which are solved by VMware’s vSAN 
manageability characteristics.   

Manageability Characteristics Requirement Statements 

Virtual Machine Level Controls ● The solution will provide VM level control of array-based data services 
such as compression, replication, caching, snapshots, deduplication, 
availability, migration and data mobility, performance capabilities and 
other services. 

Monitoring/Management Interfaces ● The solution will have storage virtualization management integrated 
with the management of virtual machines and not a separate 
administration console. 

● The solution will seamlessly integrate into VMware software 
experience, including the vSphere ecosystem of supported 
configurations, partner solutions, and reference architectures. 

● The solution hypervisor will include virtual distributed switches to allow 
their configurations to be handled as a single entity. 

● The solution will provide integrated hardware compatibility checks, 
performance monitoring, storage capacity reporting and diagnostics. 

Non-Disruptive Updates ● The solution will deliver software updates non-disruptively. 

Storage Based Policy Management  ● The solution will have a storage-based policy management capability, 
that can be used by one or many virtual machines.  

 

3. Security 

This section provides requirement statements which are solved by VMware’s vSAN security 
characteristics.   

Security Characteristic Requirement Statements 

STIG Compliance ● The solution will be a part of a publicly available 
DISA STIG. 

Encryption ● The solution will support data at rest encryption while 
not requiring costly, hardware-based encryption. 

● The solution will support security of data by 
encrypting I/Os from a virtual machine before it gets 
stored. 

Non-Disruptive Lock out of Unnecessary Services ● The solution will be able to lock down unnecessary 
services such as SSH during normal operational use, 
without disturbing any working functions of the 
solution. 

PCI Compliance ● The solution will support PCI compliance standards 
to maximize information security and minimize the 
risks of downtime, data loss/corruption, unauthorized 
access, and compliance failure. 

FIPS 140-2 ● The solution’s cryptographic modules will adhere to 
the Federal Information Processing Standard (140-2) 
and be validated by the National Institute of 
Standards and Technology. 
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4. Performance 

This section provides requirement statements which are solved by VMware’s resiliency 
characteristics.   

 

Performance Characteristics Requirement Statements 

Hypervisor Kernel Integration ● The solution should process virtual machine I/O within the hypervisor 
kernel and should not require a storage virtual machine. 

Operation Under Load ● The solution will be able to operate under load, (e.g., supporting at least 
250 virtual desktops running knowledge-worker workloads), while 
consuming no more than 10% of the cluster CPU. 

Quality of Service (QoS) ● The solution will provide quality of service (QoS) on a per-VM (Object) 
basis, meaning IOPS threshold limits can be set as a part of the VM 
level policies that can be dynamically changed. 

Deduplication & Compression ● The solution will provide deduplication & compression as inline 
processes with minimal impact to the write latency. 

 

5. Resiliency 

This section provides requirement statements which are solved by VMware’s resiliency 
characteristics.   

Resiliency Characteristics Requirement Statements 

Certified x86 hardware ● The solution will have a x86 hardware compatibility list that is associated 
with specific software versions of the solution. 

Singularity of Clusters ● The solution will have the ability to deploy a single storage cluster 
across multiple racks with rack failure protection. 

● The solution will have the ability to deploy a single storage cluster 
across multiple data centers with local site protection. 

Data Availability ● The solution will maximize data availability to keep business operational 
across the enterprise, with a goal of 99.999% uptime. 

RAID Support ● The solution will support RAID 5 and RAID 6 Erasure Coding data 
protection on all flash node configurations. 

● The solution will support RAID 1 data protection on hybrid node and all 
flash node configurations. 

Data Corruption Detection ● The solution will be capable of data corruption detection. 

Checksum Validation Disablement ● The solution will be able to turn off checksum validations. 

 

6. Virtual Volumes (VVOLS) 

This section provides requirement statements which are solved by VMware’s vSAN Virtual 
Volumes.  

VVOL Characteristics Requirement Statements 

VMware VVOL Compatibility ● The storage array solution shall support VMware 
VVOL technology. 
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VVOL Characteristics Requirement Statements 

Virtual Disk Representation ● The storage array solution shall represent virtual 
disks as native entities, not grouping multiple disks 
into array LUN or array volumes, to allow for 
granular management of virtual disks. 

Granularity without LUNS ● The storage array solution shall allow for granular 
storage management of virtual disks, including 
capacity, performance and resiliency capabilities 
while not requiring storage array LUN or volume 
modifications. 

Policy Management ● The storage array solution shall allow for storage 
policy changes to virtual machines without requiring 
storage array LUN or volume modifications. 

● The storage array solution shall support VMware 
Storage Based Policy Management (SPBM) so 
array storage can be managed by the virtualization 
platform. 

● The solution shall be able to manage 
heterogeneous storage arrays and 
HyperConverged platforms using a policy-based 
approach. 

Application Programable Interface (API) Integration ● The storage array solution shall support VMware 
APIs for Storage Awareness (VASA), so array 
capabilities can be communicated to the 
virtualization platform. 

 

7. Customer References 

VMware has a diverse set of customers and use cases across the Public-Sector community.  
VMware is often prohibited to provide government customer contact information but will work 
with customers to provide a reference with similar use cases, upon request.  
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